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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to know how it feels to drown in money? Say no more fam, in Geology Business you get to mine for
ancient hidden gems worth a fortune, and don't forget about the spicy memes on the menu.

Highly inaccurate to real life mining

100% chance of satisfying your clicking needs

Mining tools with different appearances

Discover more than one hundred unique gems

Experience the spiciest if memes
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Getting tired of pickaxes? How about a gun?.. How about an AK47? How about choosing between over Twenty different tools
to mine with? Everything from Lasers to Bamboo sticks.

Having stones as the only items to find can be rather boring, so the boys and I decided to add anything under the sun the list.
Which has led to a collections of over One hundred different items to find.
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Title: Geology Business
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Svantech Studios
Publisher:
Svantech Studios
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017
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geology business ideas. geology business jobs. geology business term. geology and business degree. geology business for sale.
geology business. florida geology business license. geology business names. geology related business. geology business card.
business in geology. geology or business degree. geology and business

Yes, but only if sold for about £3.00,
...since I played it through twice in 6 hours. And I'm normally damn slow, so not worth £15. If I pay £30 its gotta delvier 80
hours of gameplay which is probably 40 hours for most folk. Fall of Setarrif is more of the same, some of the areas are really
well made and beautifull. But that's really all there is that is remarkable of this expansion over Arcania, new areas. It's the same
game, just a micro-sequel.. The attachment is eh. The gun is not-so-eh if you're like me and think Damage-per-hit is more
important than Damage-per-second.

8.5\/10. If you are like me and enjoy Diner Dash and the other many Dash games, than you should enjoy this one as well. It's
quirky, quite easy and can be played a little at a time or a lot. No matter what you are doing this game will give you some time to
kill and something to do that can be kind of fun.. Only takes 2 hours to beat, but I beat it twice. A good old fashion top view
combat game. Reminds me of Smash TV with zombies. Quite fun and worth a good weekend of fun!. Soundtrack is short, but I
personally loved it all the same. It's basically a synthwave boss theme OST for the most part (basically the tracks are grander than
HM2's OST). Whenever I died to the first boss, this was what kept me coming back long enough to really get into the combat system.
If you have any interest in the soundtrack on top of the base game, I advise checking it out here, so you can make sure you know
what you're buying.. exactly what i wanted. When I played the game, I got cancer..... Absolutely mental. I think half the fun was
sitting in our Discord, stream off, and just doing my best to describe to everyone what was going on. "I will now make burgers
for the computer people, because the cruise captain told me to and I need the likes."

Wasn't actually expecting gameplay. I just came for the memes. Lo and behold, turns out there's actually a super solid game
under all this vaporwave goodness, and there's some legit challenge to it towards the end. Rewarding exploration with some
reflexes and thought required. What a pleasant surprise.. Didn't get to play it, Controller required, but nobody told me it had to
be a XBox controller (I've got an older logitech controller).

UPDATE: I got Battlezone VR (again) during the Autum sale, and it now works with any controller I feel like hooking up to it. I
am now playing it with two thrustmaster sticks, and it is fantastic.

I honestly can not get over how good this game is.
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I first played this game at PAX West in 2016. It was absolutely one of my favorite games of the whole con. A friend of mine
and I played this for a solid half hour and got to talk with the devs as we played. Random people were coming up to the booth as
well and as we all took turns playing rounds, you could hear the laughs a cheers thoughout the indie section. I had waited for this
game to come out on steam and realized I missed it by a couple months. I am so glad I found it again and I am so excited to
break it out when we have friends over at our place. Im glad someone is bringing back quality couch co-op games.. So, I've
given the game a fair go (300 + hours, the minimum I consider to tell if a game is good or bad) and, truth been told, I sort of
enjoyed it for a while.

But once you've grasped the basics it just slow and repetitive. The "mysteries" help a little midish game but it just becomes a
grind after that.

At lot of my time on the game was just letting it run while I watched youtube or read Asterix comics. There is far to much yawn
factor.

I though the season pass might spice it up a bit, but I ended up getting a refund on that as there was hardly anything in it,
especially considering the price.

I might come back to it one day but for now I think I'll just add a few more hundred hours to Rimworld.. I can roleplay as goblin
slayer and his whole guild vs goblin hordes like the last episode in season 1 with this one
Better than spellforce if you asked me.. This game is awesome. It's smart and incredibly cute.. I was totally ready to kick a$$ at
this game, but the grind became tedious. Really tedious. And I even like a good grind sometimes if the gameplay is fun.

The worst part is that someone clearly spent a lot of time making the grind so boring. I feel sorry for that guy.. Unplayable since
Gamespy shut down. It was a pretty good game...I hope someone finds a way to make it work.. It is a pretty fun game, the
mechanics are simple and it is easy to play, once u play it you wont stop, the only problem is that the game is a little but old and
its almost impossible to find online players, but if you got friends and some controllers laying around you can play 1v1v1v1 or
2v2. DISCLAIMER: I got this game in a pick-your-own bundle. I do not know if that counts as free, so I said yes just in case. I
did pay for the bundle (obviously).

So far I'm enjoying Warsim. Sure, I've only played a little while, but it's more fun than I imagined.

The soundtrack has a few good songs but is otherwise lackluster.

Obviously it's pretty low graphics, but the writing makes this not a problem. It IS a text-based game, after all, and the text is very
well-written. I've found one spelling error and no grammatical errors so far. You can see the care put into some of the ASCII art
faces. (Apparently those are randomly generated, but that took a lot of programming for such a small game.)

The gameplay is well done, though I imagine it will get slightly more repetitive in the future. The system is simple enough for a
child with a decent vocabulary to understand. Heck, you could probably teach a kid common tabletop roleplaying lingo using
this game and a dictionary. It does seem to be mathematically balanced thus far.

Overall, I recommend this for any fans of text-based games, fantasy literature, and ESPECIALLY tabletop roleplayers and
wargamers.

UPDATE: I would like to add that, in what little time I've had this game, the developer has released two large, content-heavy
updates. He clearly cares about the game, and wants to see it succeed. The developer is putting a lot of work into this, and it's
turning out quite well.. alot of fun when it's not crashing. it constantly crashes after battles, then takes several attempts to restart.
overall 2 stars.

Boring Man v1.2.2.4 is now available:
IF YOU ARE A MAP MAKER: Please recompile your maps to load them in this version!

IF YOU ARE HOSTING A SERVER: Please update your map lists to use new map file names!

Fixed/Changed
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- Updated map compiling to new encryption process.
- Added bm_ prefixes to each map file name to avoid map mismatching.
- Removed level 80 message coming up on dedicated servers
- Fixed Boomerangs being able to go through walls

Boring Editor 1.3

- Changed compiling to updated encryption
- Pressing F8 with your old map loaded might fix TeleX crash
. Update 1.2.0:
Improvements
- Button to run - player moves faster by pressing (SHIFT)
- Price of store products changed
- Store Bug Resolved
- Bug solved

Plans for the future
- support for joystick
- multiplatforms (Linux, Windows)
- Cloud Save Support
- I want to add cards

Please wait for the next update and make sure you evaluate the game positively =]. One Strike 1.1 Version!:
Hello fellow Samurais, Ninjas and Monks!
I hope you guys are enjoying the game! I am here to announce a brand new version of the game and what can you expect from
it!

A brand new duelist: The Oni! A fearsome Tetsubo wielder! . 3.29.0.0 Update Notes:

Welcome to Canyon Arena! | NEW Curated Map:. Super Multitasking 2.0.1 update released:
Super Multitasking Steam/Windows 2.0.1 has been released as of 4/26/2018.

The following changes were made in this version:

- The game has been split into separate 32-bit and 64-bit versions. This was done to temporarily work around an issue that is
causing Steam Leaderboards not to work when using the 32-bit Steam API in combination with the Facepunch.Steamworks
library (Super Multitasking uses this for SteamWorks support). As a result, 64-bit users can now once again use leaderboards.
The issue is currently being investigated.
- The Challenge description that referred to "LB" and "LT" while using a DualShock 4 was fixed.
- Previously, if a supported controller was connected, unsupported controllers could still start the game. This has been fixed.
- The Steam Leaderboard browser will now list the total number of entries on each leaderboard.
- The Steam Leaderboard browser should now time out after 3 seconds if it has trouble connecting, instead of just sitting there
forever until the game is restarted. Please let me know if your experience has improved (or if this didn't work).
- "My Score" feature added to the Steam Leaderboard browser, allowing you to find your rank quickly.
- AutoPlay/Attract Mode AI has been vastly improved for the following minigames: Falling Weights, Space (Bottom/Avoid),
Ladder, Spike Ball.
- Previously, if AutoPlay was on, and you quit to the main menu from the "Practice Over" menu, the "AutoPlay" flashing text
did not disappear. This has been fixed.
- Some internal changes were made to facilitate future versions and improve task-switching performance.. Weekly Report #11
- Patch 0.6 Release:
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Available in following languages: PL[worldwar3.com] | RU[worldwar3.com] | DE[worldwar3.com]

Weekly Report #11 - Patch 0.6 Release
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